ABSTRACT We propose UnLearnerVO, a jointly unsupervised learning framework for monocular depth, camera motion estimation from videos. UnLearnerVO is coupled with the relationships of 3D scene geometry and can estimate the 6-DoF pose of a monocular camera in an end-to-end pattern. There are two significant features of the proposed UnLearnerVO: one is an unsupervised depth learning pipeline based on the consecutive /inconsecutive frames, and the other is robustness in a scenario with large camera motion. Specifically, we deeply excavate the pose loop consistency loss, thus optimizing the camera pose and enforcing consistency of the estimated poses across consecutive and inconsecutive frames. Furthermore, a photometric loop consistency loss is proposed, which reduces the disturbance caused by factors such as the dynamic motion object and the photo inconsistency. The experiments on KITTI datasets show that our UnLearnerVO achieves the state-of-the-art results in large camera motion scenarios and performs better than the currently popular unsupervised approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual Odometry (VO) is an important and long standing task in the computer vision and construction of the three-dimensional environment. Its two main branches (i.e. feature point method [1] , [2] and direct method [3] , [4] ), have both achieved remarkable results. However, those methods are sensitive to camera parameters and have poor adaptability in complex dynamic environments, e.g., featureless places, motion blurs and lighting changes.
Due to its advantages in the learning ability and the robustness to camera intrinsic parameters and challenging environment, convolutional networks [5] , [6] are very popular in computer vision at present. Starting from the pose estimation problem in supervised learning, the convolution network was firstly introduced to calculate the 6-DOF camera poses with raw RGB images as its inputs [7] . A novel network
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Tao Zhou. structure in [8] is applied for the pose estimation in the complex indoor RGBD scenarios. Clark et al. [9] proposed a video clip method to capture the temporal dynamics for camera pose estimation. Given a preprocessed optical flow, a frame-to-frame VO system was proposed based on CNN in [10] . Agrawal et al. [11] proposed ConvNets which is not on learning camera itself, but on learning and identifying useful feature representations. Ummenhofer et al. [12] trained a multiple stacked encoder-decoder networks to predict camera pose, image depth, surface normal and optical flow. Agrawal et al. [13] and Pillai and Leonard [14] developed a visual inertia diameter odometry method through deep learning.
However, the above studies take the ground-truth of depth images or camera poses as the monitoring information during CNN training. At present, the acquisition of ground-truth is difficult and expensive in practice, and the existing methods based on supervised training did not compare to the classic methods. Therefore, some scholars continue to search for various unsupervised learning schemes which only require unlabeled datasets for training and can be applicable to the local scenarios.
VO regarding unsupervised deep learning mainly focuses on depth estimation, inspired by the image wrap technique ''spatial transformer'' [15] . A novel depth estimation method was proposed based on the left-right luminosity constraint of stereo image pairs. The same method was taken by Godard et al. [16] , however, an extra part was trained in the convolution network, which satisfies the constraints on the left and right view synthesis. Zhou et al. [17] trained and estimated the camera motion and depth in monocular video streams. Inspired by recent advances in direct visual range (DVO), Wang et al. [18] proposed a depth CNN predictors can learn without using pose CNN predictors. A surface normal representation in [19] is applied for the depth estimation in unsupervised depth estimation framework. Mahjourian et al. [20] proposed a monocular visual odometry (VO) system by using both the spatial and temporal geometric constraints. Zhan et al. [21] used both spatial (between left-right pairs) and temporal (forward-backward) photometric warp error to constrain depth and camera pose estimation in a common real-world scale. Yin and Shi [22] introduced the consistency loss of the optical flow to formulate the loss function, thus making the synthesized target image more in line with spatial geometric transformation relationship. Ranjan et al. [31] exploited competitive collaboration of multiple specialized neural networks to improve performance. Although all the methods mentioned above have further improved the performance of deep learning techniques and VO methods, however, the previous image synthesis strategies were only based on adjacent consecutive frames -resulting in the model being unable to estimate large camera pose at testing.
Different from camera pose estimation between adjacent consecutive frames, the camera pose between inconsecutive frames is more difficult and may encounter more problems, e.g., pose scale inconsistency, invalid view region due to parallax effects, and scenes with moving objects.
In this paper, we attempt to overcome this shortcoming via UnLearnerVO (as shown in Fig. 1 ). The foundation of our system is to make use of the properties of 3D scene geometry on temporal images. An intuitive interpretation is that only the same part of the scenario in two different frames can be synthesized into the same target frame. This property can be applicable to image synthesis between inconsecutive frames corresponding to large camera poses. To accurately estimate the large camera motion, a novel unsupervised network training pipeline is proposed via this interpretation. Specifically, the contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
(i) The previous image synthesis strategies were only based on adjacent consecutive frames-resulting in the trained model being unable to estimate large camera motion. Therefore, UnLearnerVO is proposed. (ii) A novel set of geometric consistency loss functions between temporal images is proposed, which makes the obtained CNN networks suitable for estimating a large camera motion. (iii) Via the pose loop consistency loss, our method can further optimize camera pose and balance the poses consistency between consecutive frames and inconsecutive frames. (iv) The photometric loop consistency loss is used to improve the pose accuracy, and overcome the factors not included in a pure view synthesis objective, such as motion object interference and photo inconsistency. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we start by introducing the UnLearnerVO architecture and by formally explaining the network model for our system. Then, the different types of losses are proposed for unsupervised training of our system. (Section 2). Our solution is validated via KITTI datasets and Cityscapes datasets (Section 3). Finally, we conclude our works with some future directions (Section 4).
II. APPROACH
The losses are calculated based on geometric constraints rather than labeled data. Therefore, UnLearnerVO is trained in an unsupervised form. At training time, the goal is to learn depth and large ego-motion from a single monocular video stream. This problem can be formalized as follows: Given a consecutive frame sequence with a length of 5 In this section, we start from the pose estimation of inconsecutive frames and give an overview of our UnLearnerVO, as shown in Fig. 2 .
A. MARK THE VALID REGIN OF THE SYNTHESIZED IMAGE
The synthesis of I t−1→t requires the mapping relationships of image coordinates from I t−1 to I t . However, due to the FIGURE 2. Overview of UnLearnerVO. Firstly, the PoseNet and DepthNet estimate the camera poses and depth images with monocular images as input, respectively. Then, we use the validity masks to mark the valid regions of the synthesized target image. finally, the total loss including image reconstruction loss, pose loop consistency loss, and photometric loop consistency loss are calculated based on the estimated depth and relative camera pose. camera's motion, some pixel coordinates in the synthesized I t−1→t are outside the image boundary of I t−1 . As shown in Fig. 3 (a) , the greater the distance the camera moves forward, the larger the area of the invisible pixels in the synthesized image of the next frame are. As shown in Fig. 3 (b) , the invisible areas of the synthesized I t−1→t are more than those of the synthesized image I t−2→t . The increase of the invisible regions lead to the increase of losses and affect the error consistency of the whole synthesized image, thus making our UnLearnerVO misunderstand the image wrap technique ''spatial transformer'' [15] . Especially for the large forward movement of the camera, this problem usually becomes more obvious, To make our UnLearnerVO better learn and predict the pose corresponding to large camera motion during training, we adopt validity masks to overcome the interference of the previous problem.
The valid masks can be calculated based on the depth and ego-motion. The marking method can be mathematically described as:
where P wt indexes over world coordinates (The camera coordinates of the target frame are regarded as world coordinates), and K represents the camera intrinsic matrix, D t represents the depth of the pixel (u t , v t ) at time t, T t→t+1 represents the relative pose from I t to I t+1 . M t→t+1 indicates whether the pixel coordinates of the composite image are valid, where M t (u, v) = 1 represents the valid pixel (u,v) in the synthesized image I t→t+1 , and M t (u, v) = 0 represents the invalid pixel (u,v). I h ,I w represent the height and width of original image size respectively. Instead of using the synthesized image and original image only to compute the image reconstruction loss, our UnLearnerVO multiplies the mask M with the synthesized image and the original image before calculating the image reconstruction loss. This only calculates the reconstruction loss of the valid pixels. Especially in the large camera motion, this advantage becomes more obvious. Fig. 4 shows reconstruction error image produced by the difference between original image and the image synthesized from inconsecutive frame. As the sample image shows, the additional mask can discard the reconstruction loss of pixel coordinates outside the boundary of the synthesized image, which improves the accuracy of the loss calculation.
B. OBJECTIVE LOSSES FOR UNSUPERVISED TRAINING
Unlike the estimation of camera poses between adjacent consecutive frames, the estimation of camera poses between inconsecutive frames is more difficult and may encounter more problems, e.g., the scene with moving objects, FIGURE 4. Shows the reconstruction error image produced by the difference between original image and the synthesized image. In the reconstruction error image, black represents the area where the loss is zero. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Training scheme of UnLearnerVO. The total losses of temporal images are calculated by the original RGB images, the estimated depth images and the camera poses, in which the application of the photometric consistency loss is to learn and obtain the initial value of the camera pose and dense depth. To further optimize the camera motion, the pose loop consistency loss is used to take care of the interference caused by poses inconsistency issues. The error consistency loss of inconsecutive frames is to overcome factors, which are not included in a pure view synthesis objective, such as occlusion processing and photo inconsistency.
featureless places, motion blurs and lighting changes. To effectively learn large camera motion during training, our total losses include image reconstruction loss, pose loop consistency loss, and photometric loop consistency loss, as shown in Fig. 5 .
The image reconstruction loss is designed to minimize the error of camera motion by using 2 consecutive/inconsecutive monocular images. To improve the accuracy of 6-DoF transformation, the pose loop consistency loss is proposed based on the time continuity of inconsecutive frames. We propose the photometric loop consistency loss to eliminate the interference of dynamic moving objects on accuracy of pose estimation.
Definition 1 (Image Reconstruction Loss):
Image reconstruction loss is defined based on the geometric relationship from two consecutive monocular images, which is the basis for estimating camera pose. Let p t denote a pixel coordinate in I t . The corresponding pixel in I t+1 is determined based on the geometric relationship, which satisfies following principle:
where D t represents the pixel depth in I t→t−2 , T t→t+1 represents the relative pose from the (t) th frame to (t + 1) th frame. We can apply the image wrap technique ''spatial transformer'' [15] where rec represents the image reconstruction loss. SSIM denotes the structural similarity index [23] and the weight β is taken as 0.85 by cross-validation. L 1 represents the L1 norm operation. rw rec is used to maintain the balance between the perceived similarity of the abnormal value and modest resilience for outliers.
However, the image reconstruction loss, which only takes the estimated pose of adjacent consecutive frames, can not adapt to camera pose learning in large camera motion scenes. To solve this problem, the image reconstruction loss of inconsecutive images is taken as part of image reconstruction loss, and is minimized during training. Therefore, the image reconstruction loss includes both consecutive frames and inconsecutive frames. 
Definition 2 (Pose Loop Consistency Loss):
The previous loss type only uses image synthesis technology in inconsecutive frames, which does not fully use the temporal relationship of inconsecutive frames and more prior information.
Our UnLearnerVO takes two inconsecutive monocular images as input to predict 6-DoF transformation matrix of the camera, that is, T t→t+2 is denoted as the estimated camera pose matrix from the t th frame to (t + 2) th frame. Ideally, the pose matrix T t→t+2 should be the same as the pose matrix T t→t+1 T t+1→t+2 . T t→t+1 T t+1→t+2 represents the estimated camera pose from the t th frame to (t + 1) th and then to (t + 2) th frame. UnLearnerVO can synthesize I t+2 from inconsecutive frame I t via T t→t+2 . The above synthesis may also take both T t→t+1 and T t+1→t+2 as inputs, that is, first synthesize I t+1 and synthesize I t+2 . Therefore, the reconstruction loss of the image I t+2 also need to be minimized:
where M t+1→t represents the valid pixel coordinates when reconstructing I t+1 from I t . M t+2→t+1 M t+1→t represent the common valid pixel coordinates when reconstructing I t+1 from I t+2 and reconstructing I t+1 from I t . To distinguish both synthetic processes mentioned above, assume that I t+2→t represents the synthesized I t from inconsecutive frame I t+2 via T t+2→t , I t+2→t+1→t represents another way of synthesis. According to T t→t+2 = T t→t+1 T t+1→t+2 , the reconstructed image I t→t+2 is compared to the reconstructed image I t→t+1→t+2 , thus verifying the consistency of the estimated poses. Similarly, the consistency of the estimated poses can be verified by T t−2→t = T t−2→t−1 T t−1→t , and T t→t−2 = T t→t−1 T t−1→t−2 , respectively. Therefore, the pose loop consistency loss polcl can be formulated as follows:
Definition 3 (Photometric Loop Consistency Loss):
The first two losses provide UnLearnerVO with training constraints for learning large poses and depths under static scene layouts, but they ignore the effects of dynamic objects on training.
The previous studies [17] - [20] solved the problem by adding an explainability Mask for compensation. However, those methods seem to have no effect and easily lead to more calculations. Therefore, we propose a third component, namely, the photometric loop consistency loss, which is used to eliminate the interference of dynamic moving objects on pose estimation during training.
Denote phlcl as the photometric loop consistency loss.
phlcl can be formulated as follows:
where I t→t+1→t represents the self-synthesis process of I t from I t+1 . First,I t can be synthesized to I t→t+1 based on the corresponding depth D t+1 and T t→t+1 , and then I t→t+1 can be synthesized to I t→t+1→t based on D t and T t+1→t . M t→t+1 M t+1→t represent the common valid pixel coordinates in self-synthesis of the image I t . Similarly, to improve the robustness of our learning pipeline in a scenario with large camera motion, the self-synthesis of the target image I t can be achieved via inconsecutive frame I t−2 and I t+2 , respectively. M t→t+2 M t+2→t represent the common valid pixel coordinates in self-synthesis of the image I t from I t+2 . Fig. 6 shows how to use the re-estimated depth D t+1 in photometric loop consistency loss to eliminate interference from moving objects. Instead of using the depth D t+1 in the process of self-synthesis target image I t→t+1→t , the reestimated depth D t+1 at time t+1 will be used as input, which can be used to adjust T towards a better initial alignment. Specifically, the re-estimated depth D t+1 is output from the DepthNet by using the synthesized adjacent image I t→t+1 as input. This is because the PoseNet considers that the difference between two frames is caused by camera motion transformation, the I t→t+1 can regarded as the synthesis of the entire static scene I t , and the re-estimated depth D t+1 can be taken as an approximation of the static depth at time t + 1. Therefore, the benefit of this replacement not only avoids interference from dynamically moving objects, but also adjusts T to a better initial alignment. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. Process of adjusting pose via the photometric loop consistency loss. The self-synthesis photometric error of the target image is used as the photometric loop consistency loss during training. The self-synthesis of the image I t at time t can be described as: Firstly, the image I t is synthesized to an consecutive frame I tC1 based on both the camera pose T t→tC1 and the predicted depth D t . Secondly, inversely synthesized from the synthesized image I t→tC1 to the target image I t→tC1→t based on both the camera pose T tC1→t and the depth D t +1 . Finally, by comparing to the photometric error between the original image I t and the synthesized one I t→tC1→t .
In addition to the losses mentioned above, we need to filter out the wrong predictions and keep sharp details. Therefore, an edge-aware depth smoothness loss smooth is introduced based on the image gradient:
where ∇ represents the vector differential operator, and T represents the transpose of image gradient weighting.
To summarize, our ultimate losses final become:
+ λ smooth smooth } (11) where λ represents respective loss weight, l represents image scale. Zhou et al. [17] proposed the image reconstruction loss for camera motion and depth estimation, however, UnLearnerVO is the first to restrict both camera pose and image depth by simultaneously using both the pose loop consistency loss and the photometric loop consistency loss. Furthermore, UnLearnerVO is also the first algorithm to predict larger camera motion via inconsecutive frame images and validity masks.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performance of our UnLearnerVO on the relevant datasets, and compare to other prior and non-prior algorithms.
A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 1) NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
UnLearnerVO's entire network architecture consists of two subnetworks, which are PoseNet and DepthNet. The main role of DepthNet is to estimate depth map of the target image. Their networks are composed of encoder-decoder parts. The encoder applies the basic structure of VGG to improve the learning efficiency. The main role of PoseNet is to calculate the camera motion between the target image and the source image, and its architecture is the same as that in [15] . Note that batch normalization [19] , [20] is used to interweave with all the convolution layers except the prediction layer.
2) TRAINING DETAILS
In our experiment, the initial learning rate r is set to 0.0002, the batch size b is set to 4, and the loss weights are λ polcl = 0.2, λ phlcl = 0.3, λ smooth = 0.5. In the training of the model, image with a size of 128×416 is used as input, but our network can also be applied to other size images. Our model preprocesses the datasets to reduce the over-fitting of model training, including image color enhancement, rotation data enhancement and left-right pose estimation enhancement.
B. MONOCULAR IMAGES DEPTH ESTIMATION
We use the dataset processed by Eigen et al. [26] to train network. Firstly, all testing frames as well as static frames with mean optical flow magnitude less than 1 pixel are excluded from the training frame. Secondly, the length of image sequences is fixed to 5. The length of the active scene sequences is 44540, out of which 40109 sequences are used for training, and 4431 sequences are used for testing. Finally, we compared the detailed results of UnLearnerVO to the currently popular methods.
The synthetic policy [26] is used for evaluating our algorithm in depth evaluation. To fairly compare the results under the same resolution image, we use the linear interpolation to resize the estimations.
where T represents the number of real pixels, Z represents the ground truth depths. Since we use single image to predict depth, we need to define a scale to match the value of prediction depth with ground truth when evaluating the accuracy of our prediction. This scale can be computed as follows:
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. Different depth samples are tested from KITTI datasets, generated by our UnLearnerVO (5th column), compared to Zhou et al. [17] , Wang et al. [18] , and ground truth [5] . Ground truth depth is interpolated for visualization. Note that we have a clearer prediction of distant objects such as trees and houses.
To verify the superiority of UnLearnerVO on depth estimation accuracy, we evaluate our single-image depth estimation performance on 697 images (refer to [26] ). Table 1 shows the comparison between our algorithm and the other algorithms. Our UnLearnerVO outperforms other popular unsupervised methods [17] - [19] in some indexes (bold in Table 1 ), while UnLearnerVO is slightly worse than concurrent work proposed by Yang et al. [30] , which uses calibrated stereo image (i.e. poses supervision) as input to model training. This difference is most likely caused via the nature of the training data features (i.e. stereo image pairs and monocular video sequences). Compared the recently classical research [31] , the difference is most likely caused by the forward-backward consistency based on optical flow (i.e. the independent motion of optical flow segmentation). However, it is also worth noting that on the metric of ''Pose'', our UnLearnerVO is comparable to the Competitive-Collaboration method [31] (See Section C). In the future work, it would be interesting to explore the FlowNet to our network frameworks. This is because that our work on the loss function can be well combined with FlowNet frameworks.
The qualitative comparison is visualized in Fig.7 . Compared to the other algorithms, the depth maps predicted by UnLearnerVO are more detailed and consistent with the realistic situation. Although our algorithm has lower prediction accuracy than the supervised methods, the depth maps we predict can better protect the boundary and sparse structure, such as trees, and street lamps, etc. Therefore, the above results verify the advantages of UnLearnerVO in depth estimations, and demonstrate UnLearnerVO's ability to understand the scene structure.
C. EVALUATION OF EGO-MOTION
We use the official KITTI odometry data [29] for evaluating the pose performance, which includes 11 driving sequence groups. Among those, the 00-08 sequences are used for training and the 09-10 sequences for testing. We compared MuDeepNet to the other algorithms [17] , [21] , [31] and the classical SLAM framework (ORB-SLAM) [3] . Since the global optimization techniques are included in ORB-SLAM, such as loop closure detection and bundle adjustment. Here, we compare our UnLearnerVO to two versions of the ORB-SLAM: (1) the ''ORB SLAM (short)'' without global optimization, (2) the complete ''ORB SLAM (long)'', which requires an entire sequence as input. Considering scale fuzzy during evaluation, we applied the scaling factor to align the predicted results with the ground truth. As demonstrated in table 2, our algorithm outperforms the other popular competing baselines [17] , [20] . Moreover, it matches the ''Competitive-Collaboration'' [31] , which introduced the FlowNet framework to train model. Note that our method can provide better results on the sequence 09, 10 than the full ORB-SLAM odometer, which reveals the advantages of our UnLearnerVO training model via the proposed loss.
D. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED LOSS
To study the importance of each loss function in our method, we trained and evaluated a series of models, each of which lack a component of the loss function. The experimental results in Fig. 8 shows that the Phlcl loss and Polcl loss are significant. phlcl can reduce the artifacts in the low texture region of the image. The application of polcl weakens the interference of moving object in pose estimation and enhances the shape of moving object in depth estimation. Fig. 9 demonstrates the evolution of the depth estimation error over time when training our model with and without the proposed losses. The experimental results show that phlcl and polcl are both essential.
Since depth and ego-motion are learned simultaneously and their accuracy is interdependent during training. Table 3 shows the accuracy of the ego-motion generated by models, which are trained with and without the proposed losses. As shown in Table 3 , adding the phlcl loss and polcl loss during training can significantly improve the ego-motion accuracy of our model.
E. EVALUATION A LARGE CAMERA MOTION
The KITTI datasets are resampled at a sampling rate of 1/n to simulate large camera self-motion scenes. We use this dataset to evaluate the proposed UnLearnerVO model system, and compare the evaluation results to the other algorithms [17] - [20] . Detailed VO results are listed in Table 4 for quantitative evaluation. As shown in Table 4 , the KITTI datasets with resampling rate of 2/3 or even 1/2 have larger 
TABLE 3.
Reports the ego-motion accuracy of our models with and without the proposed loss during training. polcl and phlcl can significantly improve the ego-motion accuracy of our model. ego-motion than the original datasets between the adjacent two frames, which are more difficult to estimate the camera pose CNN by using an end-to-end protocol. However, our method outperforms the baselines with the network framework setting. Therefore, the obtained results show the advantage of UnLearnerVO in estimating larger camera motion. To fully demonstrate the advantages of our algorithm on the pose estimation accuracy, we simply integrate the aligned the estimated frame-to-frame camera poses over the entire sequence. As shown in Fig. 10 , we can see that the trajectory of UnLearnerVO is significantly better than the sfmLearner algorithm [17] . Especially in this special scenario (e.g., the large turning radius), our algorithm is the most approximately accurate to ground truth. Therefore, the UnLearnerVO can be used as an alternative to the local estimation module in these particular situations.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the UnLearnerVO, a novel unsupervised deep learning pipeline. The system makes full use of the geometric consistency loss of temporal images to restrain the proposed networks. During testing, the proposed system can estimate the 6-DoF pose of a monocular camera and the depth of its view. Unlike current PoseNet motion estimation for continuous frames, our UnLearnerVO can also estimate camera motion between inconsecutive frames. This enables UnLearnerVO to be well applicable in scenes with large camera motion. Moreover, it outperforms the other monocular VO methods in pose estimation accuracy. In the future work, it would be interesting to explore the FlowNet to our network frameworks, and extend our system into the complete 3D scene structure reasoning and SLAM technology framework.
